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lumières 
 
 

From 18 to 23 April 2023 during Milan design week Saint-Louis invites its community of 
architects/decorators and the general public to discover lumières (Lights), in the cloister of the 
Santa Maria del Carmine church, in the Brera district. This exhibition raises a dialogue between 
crystal, sound, and lightings - from the timeless chandelier to the contemporary portable lamp. 
Designed in collaboration with nonotak studio, Noemi Schipfer and Takami Nakamoto, the 
light and sound installations, the duo’s artistic signature, reveal an innovative facet of Saint-Louis, 
first crystal manufactory in continental Europe established in 1586. 

 
Saint-Louis has drawn on its vast Lightings’ catalogue (15 collections and +2500 references) to 
dedicate an exhibition to its craftmanship and to its multifaceted light range. The lighting and sound 
staging calls on the talents of nonotak studio. Radical in nature, the event promises visitors, a 
unique immersive experience, and breaks away from the brand’s image of vertical and ornamental 
lighting. A statement endorsed by Saint-Louis, which has, over the past ten years,  been giving priority 
to the development of contemporary lighting. 
 
Since the 19th Century, Saint-Louis has been passionately blowing and cutting the chandeliers that 
have earned its reputation and made crystal a ceremonial aesthetic as much as a lifestyle. Over the 
course of innovations, the manufactory has affirmed the artistic proposal and the expertise of its 
lighting collections. Showcases of French fine Arts and innovations since the second half of the 19th  
century, the Expositions Universelles (World Fairs) of 1855 and 1867 gave Saint-Louis the chance to 
shine, when winning the gold medal twice for its exceptional pieces and the enchantment of its 
chandelier forests. At the turn of the 21st century, Saint-Louis expanded its collections to customizable 
and made-to-measure contemporary lighting objects, to domestic interiors - from the living room to 
the bathroom; and to lifestyle - from yachting to the hotel industry. 
 
 
Demonstration in 5 light-kinetic installations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
Pulsations 
The Tommy, Apollo (G. de Virieu- S. di Petrillo), Vibration (E. Gizard), Matrice (K. Van Eijk), Folia (N. 
Duchaufour-Lawrance) and Cadence (P. Charpin) table lamps are revealed and brought to life with a 
pulsating light. 
 

 
 
Rotations 
The Royal, Matrice and Folia sconces light up under the orbital movement of a light beam, to blossom 
like a radiant, hypnotising flower. 

 



 
 

 
 
Vibrations 
A path of arborescent modules, like a vibrant mural made of wood and crystal, leads the visitor to 
discover the Folia imaginary forest… 
 
 

 
 
Projections 
Hanging from threads, the Folia portable lamps float like a myriad of fireflies. 

 
 



 
 

 
 
Diffractions 
The classic 48-light Royal chandelier is hijacked to conclude this radical exhibition with a bang. 

 
Practical information 
 

The lumières exhibition is open to the general public for free, upon online booking, from Tuesday, 
18th to Sunday, April 23rd , 2023, from 10 AM to Midnight, in the cloister of the Santa Maria del 
Carmine church, in the Brera district. Destined to travel around the world, the exhibition will make 
an appearance in other continents, specifically in Asia and the Middle East. 

Online bookings on saint-louis-lumières.com. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

about nonotak 

Noemi Schipfer and Takami Nakamoto make up the nonotak duo. They put together kinetic 
lighting and sound installations to create performances and immersive environments. The wide 
range of projects that nonotak have been capable of conceiving and producing has allowed them 
to experiment in several different artistic domains: festivals, museums, galeries, concerts, shootings, 
Hermès shop windows, and exhibitions such as the Flânerie Colbert in Abu Dhabi in 2019.   
 
nonotak.com | @nonotakstudio 
 
about saint-louis 

Incomparable, dense, clear, resounding and shining, born from a ball of fire and human breath, 
crystal, according to Saint-Louis, contains all the talent inherited from History and the incredible 
creative vision inspired by contemporary times.  
In 1767, Louis XV authorised the construction of a glass factory where the former Münzthal factory 
used to stand in the 16th Century. At first, the King gave it the name “Verrerie Royale de Saint-Louis” 
(Saint-Louis Royal Glass Factory). Fifteen years later, however, when the formula for making crystal 
was perfected, Cristallerie Saint-Louis came to be.  
 
Ever since, each day Saint-Louis produces crystal pieces—lighting, tableware, decoration and 
furniture—created by glassmaking and glass-cutting masters, some of whom have won Meilleurs 
Ouvriers de France awards. They all possess irreplaceable, ancestral expertise, enriched throughout 
generations: crystal that is mouth-blown, hand-cut, engraved and decorated by hand with 24-carat 
gold or platinum. Their talent has allowed Saint-Louis to become an expert in cutting and colour. 
With a palette of over 10 colours, which are workable by themselves or paired with another, as well 
as a multitude of cuts including the emblematic diamond cut, the Factory offers a wide variety of 
styles and exceptional creations.  
 
Saint-Louis is a Factory that moves with the times, knowing how to blend tradition and innovation 
together. It has never stopped drawing inspiration from contemporary artistic trends to build on and 
renew its identity.  
 
In a wave of creativity that characterised the start of the 20th Century, with Art Nouveau and Art 
Deco, several designers contributed their talent to Saint-Louis, such as Paul Nicolas, Jean Sala, Jean 
Luce, Michel Colle and Maurice Dufrêne, to name a few.  
 
Even today, Saint-Louis calls upon the imagination and talent of designers who introduce innovative 
uses to the world of crystal. The tableware, decoration and lighting collections are enriched by 
creations by Éric Gizard, Hervé van der Straeten, José Lévy, Ionna Vautrin, Paola Navone, Kiki van 
Eijk, Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance, Pierre Charpin… These are objects whose beauty magnifies 
moments of pleasure and sharing. 

 
saint-louis.com | @saintlouiscrystal 
 


